INTRODUCTION
The mammalian main olfactory epithelium (MOE) is characterized by extreme diversity of olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs), each defined by the expression of a single olfactory receptor (OR) allele. In the mouse, the expressed OR is selected, in a monogenic, monoallelic and seemingly stochastic fashion (Chess et al., 1994 ) from a repertoire of more than 1,000 genes (Buck and Axel, 1991) . Heterochromatic silencing of all ORs, at a developmental stage that precedes their transcriptional activation and aggregation of the silent OR genes in distinct, heterochromatic nuclear foci (Clowney et al., 2012) assure their efficient repression and set the stage for the transcriptional activation of a single OR allele. Indeed, the active allele in each OSN is spatially separated from the repressed OR loci, interacts with the H enhancer, and carries activating histone marks (Clowney et al., 2012; Lomvardas et al., 2006; Magklara et al., 2011) , suggesting that selective desilencing of a single allele and relocation to a transcriptionally competent nuclear territory is the basis of OR activation (Magklara and Lomvardas, 2013) . Lysine demethylase 1 (LSD1) plays a key role in this epigenetic switch because it catalyzes the removal of repressive lysine 9 methyl marks from histone H3 on the chosen OR allele (Lyons et al., 2013) . Importantly, the subsequent downregulation of LSD1 in response to OR expression prevents the desilencing of additional ORs and stabilizes the expression of the activated allele revealing that LSD1 is the target of an OR-elicited feedback (Fleischmann et al., 2013; Lewcock and Reed, 2004; Nguyen et al., 2007; Serizawa et al., 2003) that locks OR choice for the life of the neuron (Lyons et al., 2013; Shykind et al., 2004) .
The observation that the expression of OR protein causes the downregulation of LSD1 (Lyons et al., 2013) and, therefore, the stabilization of OR choice poses significant questions regarding the cellular mechanisms that elicit this feedback. OR gene activation induces expression of Adenylyl Cyclase 3 (Adcy3), which then signals for the downregulation of LSD1, providing a link between OR and LSD1 expression (Lyons et al., 2013) . However, these results do not explain how an OR is detected by the neuron in the first place; Adcy3 plays a central role in the stabilization of OR choice, however, it is unlikely to be a ''first responder'' or initiator of the feedback because its expression relies upon OR expression. Therefore, a central question toward the understanding of the OR feedback signal is how ORs are detected by the OSN and how this detection leads to the stable expression of Adcy3 protein. Because stabilization of OR choice requires the timely downregulation of LSD1 (Lyons et al., 2013) , detecting and vetting the OR protein after targeting to the cell membrane may be too slow because GPCR targeting requires an elaborate series of posttranslational modifications and trafficking through the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) and Golgi. Thus, protein quality control pathways placed in the first relay station of OR translation and processing, the ER, would rapidly link the onset of OR expression to Adcy3 transcription and, consequently, could provide a kinetic advantage for the stabilization of OR choice.
In the ER, a highly conserved protein quality control pathway, the unfolded protein response (UPR), acts to homeostatically adjust the ER environment upon detection of unfolded proteins. These adjustments include transcriptional induction of chaperones, acting to increase ER protein folding capacity, and inhibition of translation initiation, aiming to decrease ER load (Ron and Walter, 2007) . The inhibition of translation initiation occurs downstream of the ER-resident kinase Perk, which in response to detection of unfolded proteins phosphorylates the translation initiation factor eif2a (Ron and Walter, 2007) . This serves to limit the availability of tRNA met , resulting in a general inability of ribosomes to initiate translation (Ron and Walter, 2007) . Paradoxically, a small number of mostly stress-responsive mRNAs are preferentially translated under these conditions (Ron and Walter, 2007) . This can be explained by the presence of inhibitory upstream open reading frames in their 5 0 UTRs, which are selectively bypassed when tRNA met becomes limiting, slowing ribosome assembly (Ron and Walter, 2007) . Activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4), which is selectively translated under these conditions in many cell types, induces transcriptional changes that contribute to the clearance from the ER of misfolded proteins or to the adaptation of the ER to increased protein load (Harding et al., 2000a; Harding et al., 2000b) .
Here, seeking to reveal the mechanistic outline of the OR feedback process, we test the hypothesis that UPR components detect OR proteins in the ER and transmit this information to the nucleus. Our experiments show that OR expression activates Perk in the neuronal ER, which phosphorylates the translation initiation factor eif2a, leading to selective and transient translation of Activating Transcription Factor 5 (ATF5), a paralogue to ATF4 that is highly transcribed in the MOE (Hansen et al., 2002) . Translation of the nuclear form of Atf5 induces the transcription of Adcy3, which relieves the UPR, restores global translation, promotes OSN differentiation, and stabilizes the expression of the chosen OR. PERK and ATF5 KO mice, as well as eif2a phosphorylation mutants, exhibit unstable OR expression and OSN maturation deficits, whereas pharmacological induction of the UPR or transgenic expression of nuclear ATF5 can bypass the lack of OR expression or the blockage of this signaling pathway. Our data solve a long-lasting puzzle in OR regulation and provide a use for the UPR in neuronal differentiation and cell fate commitment that is likely applicable to other neurodevelopmental processes.
RESULTS

ATF5 Translation Is Regulated by OR Expression
To test the idea that the UPR mediates the OR-elicited feedback signal, we first examined the expression pattern of known components of this pathway in the nose. Our RNaseq analysis performed on sorted cell populations of the MOE (Colquitt et al., 2013; Magklara et al., 2011) corroborates reports that most components of the various UPR arms are highly transcribed in the MOE (Sammeta and McClintock, 2010; Sammeta et al., 2007) . Intriguingly, unlike in most cell types, ATF5 expression is more than 100-fold higher than ATF4, making it one of the most highly expressed genes in mature OSNs (mOSNs) and progenitor cells (globose basal cells, GBCs) ( Figure 1A , and Hansen et al., 2002) . However, immunofluorescence (IF) experiments on MOE sections with a highly specific antibody (Figures S1A and S1B available online) reveal Atf5 protein expression only in immature OSNs, just prior to expression Adcy3, the major adenylyl cyclase that is expressed in response to OR expression and defines the mature OSN population ( Figure 1B) . The mutually exclusive expression pattern of nAtf5 and Adcy3 proteins contradicts the fact that at the mRNA level both genes are highly transcribed in mOSNs ( Figure 1A ). Because ATF5 mRNA is subject to alternative translation initiation (Watatani et al., 2008) , we reasoned that the cause of the discrepancy between mRNA and protein expression of this gene relies on posttranscriptional regulation relevant to its biological function. Atf5, like its well-characterized paralogue ATF4, has upstream and downstream translation initiation sites that use different frames ( Figures S1D-S1G ). The upstream ORF encodes for a small peptide, and the downstream ORF encodes for the nuclear transcription factor isoform (Zhou et al., 2008) . Under physiological conditions only the upstream ORF is used, whereas upon ER stress and activation of the UPR, the downstream translation initiation site is preferentially used leading to the production of nuclear Atf5 (nATF5) (Watatani et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2008) , similarly with the established regulation of ATF4 (Harding et al., 2000a) .
Because OR genes are among the most highly transcribed GPCRs, it is conceivable that the onset of their translation induces ER stress and activates the UPR, leading to both ER expansion that accommodates the increased protein load, and translational changes on ATF5. To test this idea, we performed IF for Atf5 in sections from LSD1 KO MOEs (FoxG1-Cre; Lsd fl/fl ), in which global OR expression is abolished (Lyons et al., 2013) . These animals exhibit significant reduction of Atf5 immunoreactivity ( Figures 1C and 1D ), despite the fact that ATF5 mRNA remains highly abundant ( Figure S1C ). Ectopic and mosaic expression of a transgenic OR, however, which partially rescues the differentiation deficits caused by LSD1 deletion (Lyons et al., 2013) , restores Atf5 IF signal in the MOE ( Figure 1D ), suggesting that OR expression is required and sufficient for the translation of nATF5. Importantly, the cellular levels of the transgenic OR are lower than the cellular levels of the endogenous OR protein (data not shown) making unlikely that UPR induction is an overexpression artifact.
Atf5 Knockout Mice Exhibit Unstable OR Expression
To test the potential role of ATF5 in the OR-elicited feedback, we obtained from KOMP an ATF5 KO mouse in which nAtf5 expression is abolished (Figures S1A and S1B) and analyzed the effects of ATF5 deletion in OSN maturation and OR choice stabilization. In agreement with previous reports (Wang et al., 2012) , we find a dramatic loss of mOSNs in Atf5 MOEs as assayed by Adcy3 IF at postnatat day 0 (P0) (data not shown). A small number of ATF5 KO mice survive to adulthood, allowing a thorough characterization of the deficits caused by ATF5 deletion. Similarly with the newborn mice, we observe a dramatic loss of Adcy3 immunoreactivity in the ATF5 KO MOEs, with only a few persisting Adcy3-expressing OSNs with an intriguingly patterned spatial organization ( Figures 2A and 2B) ; it is possible that these OSNs express a different class of chemoreceptors than the typical ORs or that they reflect the inefficient and infrequent rescue of ATF5 activity by ATF4. The widespread loss of Adcy3 expression in the ATF5 KO mice likely accounts for the sustained expression of LSD1 at the apical layers of the MOE ( Figures 2C and 2D , and S2A), in agreement with our previous findings (Lyons et al., 2013 antibodies specific for OR proteins Lomvardas et al., 2006) esis is supported by the sustained LSD1 expression in the ATF5 KO mice, which results in frequent OR gene switching.
To test this, we used a lineage tracing strategy that provides a reliable and reproducible readout for the stability of OR choice (Shykind et al., 2004) . Briefly, we crossed the MOR28-IRES-Cre allele, which expresses Cre recombinase under the control of the highly-expressed OR MOR28, to the Cre inducible fluorescent reporter Rosa lox-stop-lox Tomato (Madisen et al., 2010) and we counted the numbers of MOR28 + /Tomato + OSNs in control and ATF5 KO MOEs (schematic of this strategy in Figure 3A ). Notably, due to incompatibility of Cre and Tomato antibodies, we cannot distinguish between the Cre-expressing and the wild-type MOR28 alleles; however, the switching phenotype observed in the ATF5 KO is so robust (p value < 2.2 3 10 À16 , Fisher's test) that this caveat does not affect the interpretation of this experiment. Specifically, in control animals, 68% of Tomato-positive cells (n = 199/293) continue to express MOR28 at 6 weeks of age, whereas, in ATF5 mutants only 11% of Tomato-positive cells (n = 27/234) continue to express MOR28 ( Figures 3B and 3C ), supporting the notion that ATF5 KO OSNs undergo frequent OR switching.
Eif2a Phosphorylation Is Required for Nuclear ATF5 Translation and OR Feedback
The demonstration that ATF5 is necessary for the stabilization of OR choice, together with the observation that translation of the nuclear ATF5 isoform is OR dependent, invite the hypothesis that the posttranscriptional regulation of ATF5 plays a crucial role on the feedback signal. As described above, the ATF5 transcript contains an inhibitory upstream open reading frame (iuORF), which is out of frame with the overlapping Atf5 coding sequence (CDS), such that the iuORF and CDS are translated in a mutually exclusive fashion (Watatani et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2008) (Figures S1D-S1G) . Phosphorylation of the translation initiation factor eif2a relieves the translational inhibition imposed by the iuORF by slowing the assembly of translating ribosomes and allowing them to initiate translation at downstream ORFs, as seen with the regulation of ATF4 (Harding et al., 2000a) .
To test the role of eif2a phosphorylation in ATF5 translation in the MOE, we used a mouse line carrying a mutation in the phosphorylation site of eif2a (Scheuner et al., 2001) . In these animals, eif2a delivers tRNA met to assembling ribosomes even when eif2a kinases are activated, preventing stress-induced changes in translation initiation (Scheuner et al., 2001) . Animals with this mutation die at birth, and as such Atf5 mRNA and protein expression were assayed only in newborns, where Adcy3 IF provides a robust and faithful proxy for the feedback signal (Lyons et al., 2013) . In these mice we found that the Atf5 transcript is still abundant in RNA isolated from whole MOE ( Figure S3A ). However, Atf5 protein is undetectable by IF in homozygote mutants (Figures 4A and 4B) . Furthermore, these animals phenocopy Atf5 nulls, exhibiting a lack of Adcy3-expressing mOSNs, indicating a failure of ORs to elicit feedback ( Figures 4A and 4B) . Because a number of other genes share the regulatory features described for Atf5, the loss of Adcy3 expression could be explained by loss of translation of mRNAs other than that encoding Atf5. Although analysis of the ATF4 KO mice did not reveal any OSN differentiation deficits or changes in gene expression (data not shown), we sought to further examine the potential contribution of additional genes in OR feedback with a genetic rescue experiment. We generated a tetO-regulated transgene encoding the nuclear isoform of Atf5 without its regulatory 5 0 UTR, and forced its expression in immature OSNs with the use of the Ggamma8-tTA driver (Nguyen et al., 2007) (Figures 4C  and 4D ). Under this genetic strategy, nuclear ATF5 will be provided to the immature OSNs at a similar developmental stage with the endogenous nATF5, albeit with more sustained expression at the apical OSN layers ( Figure 4D ). Strikingly, expression of the nAtf5 transgene in the eif2a mutant background resulted in a rescue of Adcy3 transcription and translation ( Figures 4C  and S3C ), suggesting that eif2a phosphorylation transmits the feedback signal predominantly through the transient translation of the nuclear ATF5 isoform. Notably, the rescue is not complete, because we detect fewer Adcy3-expressing cells in these animals than in the wild-type controls. However, this should be expected because the expression of transgenic nATF5 is not as efficiently regulated as that of the endogenous gene, which relies on tight translational control.
Unfolded Protein Stress in the ER Elicits the OR Feedback Signal
Our experiments thus far propose that eif2a phosphorylation and translation of nuclear ATF5 are required for the induction of Adcy3 and the generation of the OR feedback signal. Since we already established that nATF5 is produced in response to OR expression we sought to identify the link between OR expression and eif2a phosphorylation, the ultimate molecular event before nATF5 translation. Phosphorylation of eif2a can be executed by at least four kinases (eif2ak1-4), each responsive to a distinct type of cellular stress (Ron and Walter, 2007) . Among them, Perk (aka eif2ak3), which is activated upon detection of unfolded proteins in the ER lumen or in response to ER overload, presents the best candidate because it would act as both a detector of ORs in the ER and transmitter of this information through eif2a phosphorylation.
To test involvement of Perk in the feedback pathway, we performed Atf5 IF in MOE sections of Perk KO mice. Perk KO mice, like eif2a phosphorylation mutants, die perinatally (Harding et al., 2000b) , thus our analysis was also restricted to P0 mice. In these mice, we observe a complete loss of nAtf5 IF signal ( Figures 5A,  5B , and S4A), suggesting a dominant role of Perk in this pathway. Adcy3 expression is also abolished in the Perk KO MOEs (Figures 5A and 5B), further strengthening the major role of the UPR in the OR-elicited feedback pathway. Finally, expression of mature OSN markers is significantly reduced in the Perk KO, although expression of immature markers remains unaffected ( Figures S4A and S4B ).
This result invites the provocative hypothesis that at the onset of their translation ORs are viewed as unfolded proteins in the lumen of the ER, either directly by Perk or indirectly by other ER proteins. One prediction of this model is that pharmacologically inducing the UPR with tunicamycin, which activates the UPR by preventing protein N-glycosylation (Speake et al., 1980) , should rescue OSN maturation in the absence of OR expression. To test this, we injected tunicamycin systemically into the LSD1 KO mice (LSD1fl/fl; FoxG1Cre), which do not express ORs (Lyons et al., 2013) , and asked if we could induce nATF5 translation and OSN maturation in the complete absence of OR protein. Strikingly, tunicamycin injection rescued nAtf5 protein translation to wild-type levels ( Figures 5C and S4A ) and even induced Adcy3 expression in the cilia, where Adcy3 accumulates (Pace et al., 1985) . However, Adcy3 protein expression did not reach wild-type levels and only a few neurons exhibited Adcy3 immunoreactivity in their cell bodies, suggesting that tunicamycin does not fully substitute for OR expression, which should be expected since it prevents translation initiation for most proteins. Thus, unfolded protein stress can substitute for OR expression to generate OR feedback; however, relief of this stress is also necessary for the fruition of this pathway and restoration of global OSN translation.
Adcy3 Relieves the UPR to Close the Feedback Loop
The fact that termination of the UPR is as crucial as the initiation of this pathway poses another puzzle in this unusual signaling mechanism; how is it that OR protein levels remain very high in the mature OSNs but the UPR, as visualized by nAtf5 protein expression, is only induced at the early stages of OR expression? Because we already established a crucial role of Adcy3 in this feedback process, an attractive model predicts that Adcy3 is involved in the termination of the signaling pathway that initiated its own transcription. To test this, we performed IF for Atf5 in MOE sections from Adcy3 KO mice, which have defects in OR choice stabilization (Lyons et al., 2013) . In agreement with our hypothesis, in Adcy3 mutants, Atf5 immunoreactivity is greatly expanded (Figures 6A and 6B) , despite a slight reduction of ATF5 mRNA (Figure 6C ), supporting a role of Adcy3 in shutting off the UPR. Notably, in the Adcy3 KO mice LSD1 expression is sustained in the apical OSN layer resulting in frequent OR gene switching and reduced cellular levels of OR protein (Lyons et al., 2013) . Therefore, the sustained UPR induction in the Adcy3 KO mice is not a consequence of elevated OR levels but likely caused by deficiencies in downstream molecular events evolved to relieve the OR-induced UPR. In any case, even if OR-induced ER stress is necessary for the generation of the feedback signal, relief of this stress via Adcy3 protein expression is equally important because it restores general translation allowing terminal differentiation, LSD1 downregulation, and the stabilization of OR choice. (Figures 7A and 7B ).
DISCUSSION
Our analysis suggests that OR expression in immature OSNs stimulates Perk, which phosphorylates eif2a leading to general stalling of translation initiation. Under these conditions, ATF5, one of the most highly expressed genes in the MOE, is translated from a downstream translation initiation site that produces a nuclear transcription factor isoform instead of the small peptide translated in the absence of ER stress. nATF5 activates the transcription of Adcy3 which eventually relieves the UPR, shuts off LSD1 expression, locks OR choice, and promotes terminal OSN differentiation ( Figures 7A and 7B ). Other limbs of the UPR pathway, i.e., Ire1 and ATF6 (Ron and Walter, 2007) , are less likely to be involved in this feedback signal. Conditional deletion of Xbp1, the transcription factor produced by Ire1 activation, simultaneously with OR choice does not affect the stability of OR expression (data not shown), whereas ATF6 is expressed at low levels in the MOE, $60-fold lower than ATF5 based on our RNaseq analysis. It is intriguing that instead of using ATF4, the canonical Perkresponsive transcription factor, this signaling process utilizes ATF5. Likely, the use of a paralogue with robust transcription in the MOE affords transcriptional responses tailored to the needs of this feedback, such as expression of Adcy3 and other OR signaling components. The fact that ATF4 KO mice do not have OR expression or OSN differentiation phenotypes (data not shown), together with the observation that ATF4 cannot compensate for ATF5 in the ATF5 KO, supports the notion that ''hijacking'' the UPR for OR feedback required the use of a specialized ER-stress-induced transcription factor with different target specificity than ATF4.
An obvious question emerging from our studies regards the relief of the UPR in mOSNs because both ORs and Perk remain highly expressed in these neurons. Perk activation may be prevented by OR-specific chaperones that inhibit Perk-OR interactions and/or clear the OR load from the ER by enhancing OR targeting to the cell membrane. Interestingly, RTP1 and RTP2, two ER-bound chaperones involved in OR targeting to the cell membrane (Saito et al., 2004) , are expressed in the MOE in an ATF5-dependent manner ( Figure S2D) . Thus, the expression of chaperones that could reduce the OR load from the ER and release the UPR depends on OR expression and nATF5 translation providing a potential explanation as to why the UPR is activated only at the initial stages of OR expression. In this vein, cellular changes induced by differentiation could also explain the sustained expression of Adcy3 long after nATF5 is cleared from the OSN nuclei. Although ATF5 is necessary for the priming and initiation of Adcy3 transcription, various transcription factors and signaling pathways that are active only in mOSNs could sustain the expression of this key regulator of OSN physiology.
Multiple Layers of Specificity in the OR-Feedback Signal
We recently showed that LSD1, the protein that allows the initiation of OR transcription, has to be downregulated upon OR expression for OR choice to be stabilized (Lyons et al., 2013) . The realization that LSD1 downregulation requires Adcy3 expression provided a connection between the OR signaling pathway and the OR feedback signal. However, this observation raised important questions regarding the signaling pathway that links OR to Adcy3 expression because it was previously shown that a transgenic OR that does not couple to Ga proteins, and therefore cannot signal through Adcy3, is stably expressed in the MOE (Imai et al., 2006) . The surprising discovery that ORs elicit their feedback and induce Adcy3 expression through the UPR, consolidates these findings and suggests that the OR protein per se can induce stable Adcy3 expression in a Ga-inde- Whether basal Adcy3 activity is sufficient or whether other components of the OR signaling pathway are required for the maintenance of singular OR expression cannot be resolved from these experiments. However, the finding that ORs elicit their feedback through noncanonical GPCR signaling may provide an elegant solution to the issue of specificity in the detection of OR proteins by the OSN.
In addition to ORs, a number of nonolfactory GPCRs are also expressed in immature and mature OSNs. Moreover, a large number or mammalian OR genes are pseudogenized and do not encode for intact OR protein (Niimura and Nei, 2005; Zhang and Firestein, 2002) . Therefore, the OSN faces the daunting task of recognizing and differentiating intact ORs from pseudogenized ones, as well as, from other members of the GPCR superfamily. Given the fact that the OR family is the largest and most diverse gene family, finding specificity in the context of variability is enormously complex and probably could not be reliably executed based on a single molecular test. Implementing multiple checkpoints for the recognition and endorsement of an OR protein by the OSN may be the solution for a vetting system that cannot rely on the preservation of a single, high-affinity protein surface. The use of a two-step signaling process for feedback, relying on both UPR activation and relief, may provide the required specificity for the stable expression only of alleles encoding intact OR proteins.
The first step of OR detection by the OSN is the induction of the Perk signaling pathway. ORs may be highly enriched for select peptides acting as Perk ligands. The maintenance of these peptide ligands should aid in the initiation of feedback at the cost of immediate ER export, explaining why ORs, and chemoreceptors in general, tend to be retained in the ER or to be degraded upon heterologous expression, unlike most other GPCRs (Matsunami, 2005; Matsunami et al., 2009; Saito et al., 2004; Zhuang and Matsunami, 2007) . The tendency of OR proteins to induce ER-stress may be also amplified by the extreme expression levels of OR genes in OSNs, providing an additional, quantitative trigger for UPR induction by OR proteins.
The second step of this pathway, the relief of ER stress, is as important as the induction of the UPR for the generation of a productive feedback signal because Perk activation inhibits global OSN translation. We propose that relief of the UPR is a source of additional specificity for this system, because it relies upon proper transfer of the OR from the ER to the membrane. This step affords detail inspection of the receptor protein properties that could assure that the chosen OR is intact, properly folded and glycosylated, and that it has all the structural or sequence characteristics that define the OR family. OR-specific molecular chaperones, such as RTP1 and RTP2 (Saito et al., 2004) , may distinguish intact ORs from OR pseudogenes and from non-OR GPCRs, providing an additional layer of specificity in the feedback signal. In agreement with this, pseudogene ORs, ORs with a mutation at the stereotypic N-terminal N-glycosylation site, or vomeronasal receptors replacing OR coding sequences cannot be stably expressed in olfactory neurons when transcribed from OR loci Shykind et al., 2004) . In contrast, the beta-2 adrenergic receptor, which has the stereotypic N-glycosylation site at its N terminus and extended sequence homology with OR proteins can be stably expressed from an endogenous OR locus . It is worth noting here that ATF5 is also highly expressed in the vomeronasal organ (VNO) suggesting that a similar signaling pathway may be employed by VRs and FPRs. Thus, a seductive model predicts that this limb of the UPR is universally triggered by highly transcribed chemoreceptors and relieved by the expression of chemoreceptor-specific chaperones that are different in each sensory organ, such as calreticulin chaperones in the VNO and RTP chaperones in the MOE (Dey and Matsunami, 2011; Saito et al., 2004) .
In summary, our studies assign an additional biological function to the unfolded protein response, a conserved signaling pathway that evolved to maintain a productive ER folding environment. Unlike its typical role, however, in the MOE the UPR eventually stabilizes the transcription of the gene that induced this pathway, the chosen OR allele. Although co-opting the UPR to execute OR feedback required the recruitment of an ER-stress-regulated transcription factor characterized by robust expression in the MOE, permutations of this concept may be generally applicable in cell-type specification that relies upon GPCR or secretory protein expression. For example, a different arm of the UPR, acting through the kinase Ire-1 and the regulation of Xbp-1 splicing, is used in B cells to promote ER expansion to accommodate the secretory cell fate transition (Iwakoshi et al., 2003a; Iwakoshi et al., 2003b; Reimold et al., 2001 ). Intriguingly, rapidly evolving gene families with stochastic, variegated, or mutually exclusive expression patterns encode, by and large, transmembrane or secreted proteins . The diversification of these gene families, and the evolution of the myriad cell types defined by the expression of these genes, may have been enabled by the ability of the UPR to couple the activation or preservation of transcriptional programs to the appearance of a singularity.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mice and Strains Used All mice were housed in standard conditions with a 12 hr light/dark cycle and access to food and water ad libitum and in accordance with the University of California IACUC guidelines. All strains were maintained on a mixed genetic A) A model for the generation of the OR feedback signal: Lsd1 transcriptionally activates an OR, which is cotranslationally detected by Perk in the endoplasmic reticulum. OR-Perk interaction activates Perk, which then phosphorylates eif2a, resulting in a global pause in translation initiation and a selective increase in nuclear Atf5 translation. Atf5 activity initiates Adcy3 transcription, and according to our RNaseq analysis also activates transcription of OR chaperones RTP1 and RTP2 ( Figures S2D). (B) nATF5-dependent upregulation of Adcy3 and OR-specific chaperones relieves the ER stress and restores global translation in the OSN. Although this leads to an increase of OR and Adcy3 protein levels, it stops the translation of nATF5 isoform clearing this protein from the nucleus. Increased OR and Adcy3 levels also cause downregulation of LSD1 (Lyons et al., 2013) preventing OR switching and stabilizing OR choice. (C) A two-step model of feedback explains its specificity for ORs by providing two independent tests: (1) induction of UPR, and (2) relief of the UPR. Intact ORs (left) that pass both tests are stably expressed for the life of the neuron; nonolfactory GPCRs and/or pseudogene ORs may fail to activate Perk allowing the process of OR choice to continue until an intact OR is expressed. At a second level of specificity, a GPCR or pseudogene OR that passes the first test may not be recognized by OR-specific chaperones causing prolonged ER stress and sustained LSD1 expression, eventually allowing activation of an OR allele and/or OR gene switching.
background. Detailed information on the various mouse strains used is provided in Extended Experimental Procedures.
Immunofluorescence IF was performed as previously described (Clowney et al., 2012) . Antibodies used are listed in Table S1 . Confocal images were collected with the Zeiss LSM 700. All image processing was carried out with ImageJ (NIH) or ImageJ in combination with R ( Figures 6B and S2A ).
qRT-PCR and mRNA-Seq RNA for qRT-PCR or mRNA-seq libraries was prepared from whole MOE RNA as described previously . qRT-PCR primers used are listed in Table S2 . Sequencing libraries were prepared from whole MOE with standard methods using the ScriptSeq V2 kit (Epicenter). Detailed information can be found in Extended Experimental Procedures.
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